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Abstract: This paper presents a new frequency controller for variable speed wind turbines connected
to the grid under power imbalance conditions. It is based on the fast power reserve emulation
technique, having two different operation modes: overproduction and recovery mode. In the first
mode, the active power provided by wind turbines is set over the mechanical power, reducing their
rotational speed. This overproduction power is estimated according to the frequency excursion.
In the second mode, the active power is established under the mechanical power to recover the initial
rotational speed through a smooth trajectory. The power system considered for simulation purposes
includes thermal, hydro-power and wind-power plants. The controller proposed has been evaluated
under different mix-generation scenarios implemented in Matlab/Simulink. Extensive results and
comparison to previous proposals are also included in the paper.

Keywords: frequency control; wind energy; renewable energy sources integration; power
system stability

1. Introduction

During the last decade, and due to aspects such as climate change, energy dependence, fossil
resource scarcity and the increasing costs of nuclear power [1], most developed countries have
promoted large-scale integration of Renewable Energy Sources (RES), mainly wind and PV power
plants [2]. This relevant integration of RES has raised important concerns in terms of grid stability
and reliability, mainly due to: (i) the nature of RES power variation [3] as well as the uncertainty in
the privately-owned renewable generators that puts the generation-load balance at risk [4]; (ii) the
reduction of the total system inertia by the decoupling between rotor mechanical speed and grid
frequency [5], or even the absence of rotating machines [6]. As the system inertia decreases, an increase
of primary frequency control (PFC) reserves is needed [7]. Traditionally, PFC reserves are provided by
synchronous generators [8], as depicted in Figure 1a. Under power imbalance conditions, PFC reserves
from conventional generation are traditionally released to compensate the disturbance and recover
the rate grid frequency. If these reserves cannot compensate for the mismatch, it could cause a
sharp decrease of the system frequency [9]. With the relevant penetration of wind power plants,
some proportional capacity of the system reserves must be provided by them [7,10] see Figure 1b.
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Additional reserves can be then provided by renewables, reducing the primary reserves from
conventional generation units and providing enhanced solutions for weak and/or isolated power
systems [9,11]. Under this scenario of high RES penetration, transmission system operators have
required that not only conventional utilities contribute to ancillary services [12], but also renewables,
especially wind power plants [13]. Indeed, [14] affirms that the participation of the wind power plants
in the ancillary services such as grid frequency control becomes inevitable. For this reason, frequency
control strategies are being developed to effectively integrate Variable Speed Wind Turbines (VSWTs)
into the grid, in order to replace conventional power plants by maintaining a secure power system
operation [15]. Most of them are based on ‘hidden inertia emulation’, in order to enhance the inertia
response of VSWTs [16,17]. A classification for different control strategies based on principles for
inertia emulation concept can be found in [18]. One of the possible solutions to overcome this is called
fast power reserve emulation. It is based on supplying the kinetic energy stored in the rotating masses
to the grid as an additional active power, being afterwards recovered through an under-production
period (recovery). Overproduction is defined in the specific literature over the electrical pre-event
power reference [19–24] and the overproduction power is considered as constant and independent from
the frequency excursion severity [21–23]. Other proposals define the time that the wind power plant
must be overproducing independently from the event [19–22] or consider that it should last until the
wind turbine achieves its minimum speed limit [23]. Moreover, the transition from overproduction to
recovery is defined as an abrupt drop in the active generated power by VSWTs [21,23,24] or as a constant
slope [19,22]. A different strategy is described in [20], where the VSWTs of the wind power plant are
designed to recover at different times, avoiding ‘synchronization’. Most contributions consider a low
wind energy integration for simulations, between 10 and 20% [19,20,22], and only recent contributions
analyze penetration level scenarios up to 40% [10]. However, the renewable share is currently over
20% in different power systems. Actually, some countries have already experienced instantaneous
penetration higher than 50% (i.e., Spain, Portugal, Ireland, Germany and Denmark) [25]. Subsequently,
scenarios with a very relevant integration of wind energy should be considered and evaluated.

To overcome these drawbacks, and with the aim of improving the frequency response of power
systems with massive wind energy penetration, this paper describes and evaluates an alternative fast
power reserve emulation controller. The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:

• The active power provided by VSWTs during the overproduction operation mode is defined
over the mechanical power instead of the pre-event electrical power. Such mechanical power
varies with the rotational speed instead of keeping constant as the former one. Moreover,
the overproduction power is estimated according to the frequency excursion, being thus an
‘adaptive’ overproduction strategy.

• The active power provided by VSWTs during the recovery operation mode is defined below
the mechanical power to recover the rotational energy delivered in the overproduction mode.
It is defined as a parabolic trajectory until the rotational speed reaches the maximum power
tracking curve. Thereafter, that curve is followed. Because of that, it is considered as a ‘smooth’
recovery period.

• The control strategy proposed has been tested under different scenarios, considering a maximum
wind energy integration of 45%. In all the scenarios, the proposed solution reduces significantly
the grid frequency deviations under power imbalance conditions.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 the proposed frequency controller
for VSWTs is described and compared to previous approaches. The power system and the different
scenarios needed to assess the proposed control are discussed in Section 3. Simulation results are given
in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 gives the conclusions.
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Figure 1. Change in PFC reserves from current to future power systems

experienced instantaneous penetration higher than 50% (i.e. Spain, Portugal, Ireland, Germany
and Denmark) [27]. Subsequently, scenarios with a very relevant integration of wind energy
should be considered and evaluated.

To overcome these drawbacks, and with the aim of improving the frequency response of
power systems with massive wind energy penetration, this paper describes and evaluates an
alternative fast power reserve emulation controller. The main contributions of this paper are
summarized as follows:

• The active power provided by VSWTs during the overproduction operation mode is
defined over the mechanical power instead of the pre-event electrical power. Such
mechanical power varies with the rotational speed instead of keeping constant as the
former one. Moreover, the overproduction power is estimated according to the frequency
excursion, being thus an ’adaptive’ overproduction strategy.

• The active power provided by VSWTs during the recovery operation mode is
defined below the mechanical power to recover the rotational energy delivered in the
overproduction mode. It is defined as a parabolic trajectory until the rotational speed
reaches the maximum power tracking curve. Thereafter, that curve is followed. Because
of that, it is considered as a ’smooth’ recovery period.

• The control strategy proposed has been tested under different scenarios, considering a
maximum wind energy integration of 45%. In all the scenarios, the proposed solution
reduces significantly the grid frequency deviations under power imbalance conditions.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 the proposed frequency controller
for VSWTs is described and compared to previous approaches. The power system and the
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experienced instantaneous penetration higher than 50% (i.e. Spain, Portugal, Ireland, Germany
and Denmark) [27]. Subsequently, scenarios with a very relevant integration of wind energy
should be considered and evaluated.

To overcome these drawbacks, and with the aim of improving the frequency response of
power systems with massive wind energy penetration, this paper describes and evaluates an
alternative fast power reserve emulation controller. The main contributions of this paper are
summarized as follows:

• The active power provided by VSWTs during the overproduction operation mode is
defined over the mechanical power instead of the pre-event electrical power. Such
mechanical power varies with the rotational speed instead of keeping constant as the
former one. Moreover, the overproduction power is estimated according to the frequency
excursion, being thus an ’adaptive’ overproduction strategy.

• The active power provided by VSWTs during the recovery operation mode is
defined below the mechanical power to recover the rotational energy delivered in the
overproduction mode. It is defined as a parabolic trajectory until the rotational speed
reaches the maximum power tracking curve. Thereafter, that curve is followed. Because
of that, it is considered as a ’smooth’ recovery period.

• The control strategy proposed has been tested under different scenarios, considering a
maximum wind energy integration of 45%. In all the scenarios, the proposed solution
reduces significantly the grid frequency deviations under power imbalance conditions.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 the proposed frequency controller
for VSWTs is described and compared to previous approaches. The power system and the
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Figure 1. Change in primary frequency control (PFC) reserves from current to future power systems:
(a) Current situation; (b) Future situation.

2. Proposed Frequency Strategy for Wind Turbines

A new frequency control strategy for VSWTs is presented in this work. It is based on
supplying the kinetic energy stored in the rotating masses of the VSWT in order to enhance its
inertial response. Three different operation modes are defined: normal operation, overproduction
mode and recovery mode. Each mode sets a different commanded active power Pcmd to restore the grid
frequency after a power imbalance. In Figure 2, a general scheme of the proposed VSWTs frequency
controller is shown.Energies 2018, xx 5

Figure 2. Scheme of the proposed VSWTs frequency controller

different scenarios needed to assess the proposed control are discussed in Section 3. Simulation
results are given in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 gives the conclusions.

2. Proposed frequency strategy for wind turbines

A new frequency control strategy for VSWTs is presented in this work. It is based
on supplying the kinetic energy stored in the rotating masses of the VSWT in order to
enhance its inertial response. Three different operation modes are defined: normal operation,
overproduction mode and recovery mode. Each mode sets a different commanded active
power Pcmd to restore the grid frequency after a power imbalance. In Figure 2, a general scheme
of the proposed VSWTs frequency controller is shown.

2.1. Normal operation mode

Figure 2. Scheme of the proposed Variable Speed Wind Turbines (VSWTs) frequency controller.
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2.1. Normal Operation Mode

The VSWTs operate at a certain point Pcmd according to their mechanical curve Pmt(ΩWT).
The power controller compensates any change in the rotational speed ΩWT or in the wind speed VW ,
tracking the maximum available active power for a current wind speed PMPPT(VW)

Under power imbalance conditions, and assuming a power supply-side decreasing, a frequency
(negative) deviation ∆ f is suffered by the power system. The proposed frequency controller is then
initialized through an adaptive overproduction strategy:

∆ f < −∆ flim → Overproduction.

2.2. Overproduction Operation Mode

The active power provided by the VSWTs, Pcmd, involves the mechanical power Pmt(ΩWT)

obtained from the wind and an additional active power ∆POP taken from the rotational speed energy
stored in the rotor, Pcmd = Pmt(ΩWT) + ∆POP. The proposed strategy results in a rotational speed
decreasing, and subsequently a reduction of the mechanical power provided by the blades. Regarding
to the additional power ∆POP, it is estimated proportionally to the frequency excursion evolution,
see Figure 3, which gives an adaptive response depending on the frequency excursion severity and thus
emulating PFC of conventional generation units [26,27]. This strategy gives a more realistic scenario,
a smoother response and, additionally, provides a frequency response in line with conventional
primary frequency performances. Previous approaches assume the overproduction as a constant value
and independent on the frequency excursion [21–23]. Moreover, the overproduction mode defined in
this work considers that mechanical power Pmt depends on the rotational speed Pmt(ΩWT), whereas
most authors assumed that mechanical power was constant when rotational speed decreased [19–24].
This overproduction strategy remains active until the frequency excursion disappears, the rotational
speed reaches a minimum allowed value, or the commanded power is lower than the maximum
available active power.

∆ f > −∆ flim or ΩWT < ΩWT,min or Pcmd < PMPPT(ΩMPPT)→ Recovery.

In previous contributions, the minimum rotational speed was considered as a constant value; i.e.,
ΩWT,min = 0.7 pu in [23]. Under this assumption, the rotational speed deviation interval, ∆Ω depends
on the initial rotational speed value ΩMPPT , giving different regulation ranges. To improve this
solution, the minimum rotational speed is proposed to be determined according to the initial value
ΩMPPT , being thus ΩWT,min = 0.7 ·ΩMPPT . This way, ΩWT,min is a function of ΩMPPT and a 30% of
rotational speed deviation is allowed. Figure 4a shows the corresponding ∆ΩWT = ΩMPPT −ΩWT,min
differences depending on the wind speed values VW considering a fixed ΩWT,min. Figure 4b depicts the
proposed definition for ΩWT,min. In addition, Figure 5 compares the overproduction strategy discussed
in [23] and the alternative approach proposed in this work.Energies 2018, xx 6
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Under power imbalance conditions, and assuming a power supply-side decreasing, a
frequency (negative) deviation ∆ f is suffered by the power system. The proposed frequency
controller is then initialized through an adaptive overproduction strategy:

∆ f < −∆ flim → Overproduction.

2.2. Overproduction operation mode

The active power provided by the VSWTs, Pcmd, involves the mechanical power Pmt(ΩWT)

obtained from the wind and an additional active power ∆POP taken from the rotational speed
energy stored in the rotor, Pcmd = Pmt(ΩWT) + ∆POP. The proposed strategy results in a
rotational speed decreasing, and subsequently a reduction of the mechanical power provided
by the blades. Regarding to the additional power ∆POP, it is estimated proportionally to the
frequency excursion evolution, see Figure 3, which gives an adaptive response depending
on the frequency excursion severity and thus emulating primary frequency control of
conventional generation units [28,29]. This strategy gives a more realistic scenario, a smoother
response and, additionally, provides a frequency response in line with conventional primary
frequency performances. Previous approaches assume the overproduction as a constant
value and independent on the frequency excursion [22–24]. Moreover, the overproduction
mode defined in this work considers that mechanical power Pmt depends on the rotational
speed Pmt(ΩWT), whereas most authors assumed that mechanical power was constant when
rotational speed decreased [20–25]. This overproduction strategy remains active until the
frequency excursion disappears, the rotational speed reaches a minimum allowed value, or
the commanded power is lower than the maximum available active power.
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In previous contributions, the minimum rotational speed was considered as a constant
value; i.e. ΩWT,min = 0.7 pu in [24]. Under this assumption, the rotational speed deviation
interval, ∆Ω depends on the initial rotational speed value ΩMPPT, giving different regulation
ranges. To improve this solution, the minimum rotational speed is proposed to be determined
according to the initial value ΩMPPT, being thus ΩWT,min = 0.7 ·ΩMPPT. This way, ΩWT,min is
a function of ΩMPPT and a 30% of rotational speed deviation is allowed. Figure 4(a) shows the
corresponding ∆ΩWT = ΩMPPT −ΩWT,min differences depending on the wind speed values
VW considering a fixed ΩWT,min. Figure 4(b) depicts the proposed definition for ΩWT,min. In
addition, Figure 5 compares the overproduction strategy discussed in [24] and the alternative
approach proposed in this work.

2.3. Recovery operation mode

After the overproduction period, a recovery operation mode is proposed to restore the
rotational speed to the initial value ΩMPPT and provide an optimal active power from the
VSWTs. With the aim of minimizing undesirable frequency oscillations and abrupt changes
from the supply-side, an alternative recovery strategy is defined and evaluated. This proposal
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2.3. Recovery Operation Mode

After the overproduction period, a recovery operation mode is proposed to restore the rotational
speed to the initial value ΩMPPT and provide an optimal active power from the VSWTs. With the
aim of minimizing undesirable frequency oscillations and abrupt changes from the supply-side,
an alternative recovery strategy is defined and evaluated. This proposal is based on a parabolic smooth
recovery strategy. Three points are considered to define this trajectory: (i) mechanical power at the
minimum rotational speed achieved during the frequency excursion,

P1 : (ΩWT,min, Pmt(ΩWT,min))

(ii) mechanical power corresponding to the middle rotational speed deviation,

P2 : (ΩV , PMPPT(ΩV)) ,

where ΩV is ΩWT,min + 0.5 · ∆Ω, and ∆Ω is ΩMPPT − ΩWT,min. (iii) maximum mechanical power
available according to the wind speed,

P3 : (ΩMPPT , PMPPT(ΩMPPT)) .
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The commanded power before achieving P2 is determined according to
Pcmd = a · Ω2

WT + b · ΩWT + c, where a, b and c can be estimated by considering the three
mechanical power points aforementioned. Finally, the commanded power tracks the maximum
power curve available according to the power wind speed curve: Pcmd = PMPPT(ΩWT). The normal
operation mode is then recovered when either ΩMPPT or PMPPT(ΩMPPT) are respectively achieved,

ΩWT ' ΩMPPT or Pcmd ' PMPPT(ΩMPPT)→ Normal operation.

In [23] the recovery period is defined as Pcmd = Pmt − Pacc, being Pacc a constant underproduction
power value. Under this assumption, the higher Pacc, the faster the rotational speed recovers its
optimal initial value ΩMPPT . Despite the fact that a value of Pacc = 0.02 pu was fixed, the fast
and abrupt transition from overproduction to recovery operation mode may cause an additional
and severe frequency oscillation. The recovery operation mode defined in this work determines
the trajectory followed by the wind farm instead of fixing a certain underproduction power, Pacc.
In Figure 6, a comparison between the recovery mode proposed in [23] and the alternative strategy
described in this work is depicted. Furthermore, the recovery operation mode has been improved
by modifying P2. The power in point P2 is then defined in accordance to the differences between
PMPPT(ΩV) and Pmt(ΩV), PMPPT(ΩV) + x · (Pmt(ΩV)− PMPPT(ΩV)), where x has been considered
as 0.25, 0.50 and 0.75. When Pcmd achieves P2x , the active power is above the curve of PMPPT
proportionally to the difference between Pmt(ΩWT) and PMPPT(ΩWT), providing an adaptive and
smooth recovery response. In Figure 7, the different proposals for the recovery operation mode
are compared.
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In Figure 8a, the control strategy proposed in [23] is shown. Figure 8b summarizes the new
approach discussed in this work. Moreover, Figure 9 compares the VSWTs active power variations
submitted to a frequency excursion, where ∆PWF = Pcmd − PMPPT(ΩMPPT). As can be seen,
the proposed strategy offers a more adaptive and smoother power oscillation, which leads to reduce
possible frequency oscillations due to abrupt imbalances.
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3. Cases of Study

3.1. Power system modeling

From the supply-side, the power system considered for simulation purposes involve
conventional generating units such as thermal and hydro-power plants, and wind power
plants, Simulations have been carried out in Matlab/Simulink. The total capacity of the
power system is 1350 MW. Simplified governor-based models have been used to simulate both
thermal and hydro-power plants according to [28], see Figures 10(a) and 10(b). In Appendix A,
the different values of the parameters of the block diagrams are presented. To simulate the
wind power plant, an equivalent generator with n-times the nominal power of one wind
turbine is assumed [30], being n the total number of turbines [31,32]. The frequency controller
introduced in Section 2 is added to the wind power plant model in order to provide frequency
response under power imbalances. With those considerations, the block diagram of the VSWT
can be seen in Figure 10(c). Appendix B explains the different blocks of the VSWT model.

A simplified diagram in terms of variations of the power system can be seen in Figure 11,
being the generated extra power ∆Pg = ∆PWF + ∆PT + ∆PH (the sum of the active power
variation of the wind power, thermal and hydro-power plants), and ∆PL the demand variation.
The frequency excursion can be thus estimated from the following expression,

∆ f =
1

2 Heq s + Deq
· (∆Pg − ∆PL), (1)

where Deq is the equivalent damping factor of the loads and Heq is the equivalent inertia
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the different values of the parameters of the block diagrams are presented. To simulate the
wind power plant, an equivalent generator with n-times the nominal power of one wind
turbine is assumed [30], being n the total number of turbines [31,32]. The frequency controller
introduced in Section 2 is added to the wind power plant model in order to provide frequency
response under power imbalances. With those considerations, the block diagram of the VSWT
can be seen in Figure 10(c). Appendix B explains the different blocks of the VSWT model.
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3. Cases of Study

3.1. Power System Modeling

From the supply-side, the power system considered for simulation purposes involve conventional
generating units such as thermal and hydro-power plants, and wind power plants, Simulations have
been carried out in Matlab/Simulink. The total capacity of the power system is 1350 MW.
Simplified governor-based models have been used to simulate both thermal and hydro-power plants
according to [26], see Figure 10a,b. In Appendix A, the different values of the parameters of the block
diagrams are presented. To simulate the wind power plant, an equivalent generator with n-times
the nominal power of one wind turbine is assumed [28], being n the total number of turbines [29,30].
The frequency controller introduced in Section 2 is added to the wind power plant model in order to
provide frequency response under power imbalances. With those considerations, the block diagram of
the VSWT can be seen in Figure 10c. Appendix B explains the different blocks of the VSWT model.
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Figure 10. Power plants models. (a) Block diagram of a thermal plant model; (b) Block diagram of a
hydro-power plant model; (c) Block diagrams of a VSWT model and the proposed frequency controller.

A simplified diagram in terms of variations of the power system can be seen in Figure 11, being the
generated extra power ∆Pg = ∆PWF + ∆PT + ∆PH (the sum of the active power variation of the wind
power, thermal and hydro-power plants), and ∆PL the demand variation. The frequency excursion can
be thus estimated from the following expression,

∆ f =
1

2 Heq s + Deq
· (∆Pg − ∆PL), (1)

where Deq is the equivalent damping factor of the loads and Heq is the equivalent inertia constant of
the system, determined as Equation (2)

Heq =

N

∑
i=1

Hi · SB,i

SB
, (2)

Hi refers to the inertia constant of power plant i, SB,i is the rated power of power plant i, SB is the
rated power of the power system and N is the total number of conventional generators.
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3.2. Description of the Scenarios

Taking into account the contribution of the different sources from the supply-side in the
EU-28 during 2016, see Table 1, four different scenarios have been studied. The first scenario
corresponds to the current European supply-side situation, where 75% comes from thermal power
plants (conventional and nuclear plants), 12% from hydro-power plants and 13% from non-manageable
sources, mainly wind, and other renewables that do not provide frequency control. According to
the relevant presence of wind energy, in the rest of scenarios the non-manageable sources have been
considered to be just wind power plants. Moreover, the frequency controllers indicated in Section 2
(approach of [23] and the new scheme proposed in this work) have been included in the wind power
plant model, keeping constant the capacity of the hydro-power plant (12%). Both thermal and wind
capacities have changed depending on the scenarios in order to simulate a power system with high
integration of RES. As a consequence, the total inertia of the power system is reduced, due to the
fact that VSWTs and thus wind power plants are decoupled from the grid. The considered scenarios
for simulation purposes are summarized in Table 2, where Heq has been determined according to
Equation (2). To evaluate the VSWTs frequency controller, three power imbalances (∆PL,1 = 0.025,
∆PL,2 = 0.050, ∆PL,3 = 0.100) have been considered, resulting in 12 different scenarios.

Table 1. Contribution of sources in EU-28 in 2016 [31].

Source Contribution (%)

Conventional thermal 48.6

Nuclear 25.8

Hydro 12.0

Wind 9.7

Geothermal 0.2

Other 3.7

Table 2. Capacity of each generating unit and total RES integration.

Source Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4

Thermal plant 75% 73% 58% 43%

Hydro-power plant 12% 12% 12% 12%

Wind power plant Others 15% 30% 45%

Heq 4.15 s 4.05 s 3.29 s 2.54 s

4. Results

With the aim of evaluating the suitability of the proposed VSWTs frequency controller, three
different strategies have been analyzed:

1. Thermal and hydro-power plants with frequency control (without frequency response from wind
power plants).

2. Thermal and hydro-power plants with frequency control and wind power plants with the
frequency controller of [23].

3. Thermal and hydro-power plants with frequency control and wind power plants with the
proposed frequency controller.

When wind power plants are excluded from frequency control, frequency excursions by
considering the different scenarios are shown in Figure 12. As wind power integration increases,
without providing frequency response, the lowest point or Nadir becomes more and more significant,
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achieving −302 mHz in scenario 4 considering the same value of ∆PL, being over 1.5 times in
comparison to the first one. With regard to the stabilization time (defined as the time interval taken by
the frequency deviation to be within the range |∆ f | < 10 mHz [32]), it enhances slightly. In scenario 4,
it is 1.3 times over the first one, increasing from 28 to 34 s. The rate of change of frequency (ROCOF)
also increases with the integration of wind energy without frequency response, from 83 mHz/s
in scenario 1 to 132 mHz/s in scenario 4. Therefore, the more wind power integration into grids,
the more sensitive is the power system under imbalance conditions. Subsequently, a more unstable
grid results from the integration of renewables without implementing any frequency response. Similar
relationships are found when ∆PL = 0.050 and ∆PL = 0.100 (Figure 12b,c, respectively). In Figure 13,
a comparison among Nadir, stabilization time and ROCOF for the different scenarios and ∆PL = 0.050
is depicted. Results are shown in pu, considering as base the results of scenario 1, where there are no
wind power plants.
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Figure 13. NADIR, stabilization time and ROCOF: comparison for the different
scenarios without wind power plant control for ∆PL = 0.050
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Figure 12. Frequency excursions for scenarios 1–4 without wind power plant control. (a) Considering
∆PL = 0.025; (b) Considering ∆PL = 0.050; (c) Considering ∆PL = 0.100.

To overcome previous frequency excursion drawbacks, and to determine the most suitable
recovery strategy of the smooth controller proposed in this work, the four different recovery strategies
are analyzed hereinafter. They are represented for the scenario 2, considering ∆PL = 0.050 in Figure 14a
and ∆PL = 0.100 in Figure 14b. Due to the low value of the power of point P2 (see Figure 7),
the frequency deviation presents undesirable oscillations when the wind power plant is within the
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recovery operation mode. This effect is especially significant in the original proposal, and it is
reduced as the power considers the difference between the actual mechanical power Pmt(ΩWT) and the
maximum mechanical power available according to the wind speed PMPPT(ΩWT). Actually, the best
response is obtained when P2 is defined as PMPPT(ΩV) + 0.75 · (Pmt(ΩWT)− PMPPT(ΩWT)). Because
of that, the rest of the results only consider that case (x = 0.75).
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Figure 13. Nadir, stabilization time and the rate of change of frequency (ROCOF): comparison for the
different scenarios without wind power plant control for ∆PL = 0.050.
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Figure 14. Frequency excursion for scenario 2. Comparison among values of x. (a) Considering
∆PL = 0.050; (b) Considering ∆PL = 0.100.

Figures 15–17 summarize the different scenarios including frequency response from VSWTs when
∆PL = 0.025, ∆PL = 0.050 and ∆PL = 0.100, respectively. Figures 15a, 16a and 17a refer to the controller
indicated in [23]. Figures 15b, 16b and 17b use the new proposal of this work, assuming x = 0.75
in line with the previous discussion. According to the results, scenarios 2–4 present two different
well-identified frequency shifts: (i) due to the power imbalance and (ii) due to the supply-side decrease
as a consequence of the step from overproduction to recovery operation mode of the VSWTs frequency
controller, see Figure 8.
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(a) (b)

Figure 15. Comparison between frequency excursion for scenarios 1–4 including wind power plant
controls and considering ∆PL = 0.025. (a) Controller from [23]; (b) Proposed control with x = 0.75.
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Figure 16. Comparison between frequency excursion for scenarios 1–4 including wind power plant
controls and considering ∆PL = 0.050. (a) Controller from [23]; (b) Proposed control with x = 0.75.
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Figure 17. Comparison between frequency excursion for scenarios 1–4 including wind power plant
controls and considering ∆PL = 0.100. (a) Controller from [23]; (b) Proposed control with x = 0.75.
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With regard to the power imbalance condition, the frequency shift decreases as the wind
energy integration increases. This reduction is due to the fast support provided by VSWTs under
a generation-load mismatch. It is more noticeable when the proposal of [23] is considered, as the
overproduction power is constant and independent from the frequency deviation. Actually, if the
demand variation is small (i.e., ∆PL = 0.025), the overproduction mode of the approach indicated
in [23] may cause an overfrequency instead of an underfrequency, since the additional active power
definition ∆POP (see Figure 15a, scenarios 3 and 4). This drawback does not occur if the adaptive
frequency controller proposed in this work is used, as seen in Figure 15b. Considering the case in
which ∆PL = 0.050, a reduction of 70% is obtained with the approach of [23], from 391 mHz in the first
scenario to 117 in the last one. This reduction accounts for the 44%, reaching 215 mHz in scenario 4
with the new controller proposal. Finally, when ∆PL = 0.100, both frequency controllers have similar
responses during the firsts seconds, reaching a Nadir ' 750 mHz.

With respect to the second frequency shift, it increases with high wind power plant integration,
as it increase leads to a greater wind power generation reduction when switching from overproduction
to recovery. The underfrequency value can decrease to 2 Hz in scenario 4 with the approach indicated
in [23], due to the sudden drop of generation from VSWTs, see Figure 9. Nevertheless, this second
excursion is reduced using the smooth recovery proposal of this work, decreasing up to 163, 266,
450 mHz for scenario 4 when ∆PL = 0.025, ∆PL = 0.050, ∆PL = 0.100, respectively. This fact
brings out that the new proposed adaptive and smoother controller gives an improvement of the
frequency response, being suitable for power systems with high wind power penetration. In Figure 18,
a comparison between both frequency deviations corresponding to both frequency control strategies
considering ∆PL = 0.050 are depicted.

Figure 18. Comparison between ∆ f1 and ∆ f2 for the different scenarios depending on the wind power
plant control and considering ∆PL = 0.050.

Regarding to ROCOF, its behavior depends on the scenario and ∆PL. In general, it can be said that
ROCOF decreases in scenarios 2 and 3, but increases in scenario 4. Actually, it is higher than the ROCOF
of scenario 1 when the wind power plant frequency controller of [23] is analyzed. The stabilization time
increases with the wind power plant integration, as a result of the second frequency dip. In the last
scenario, the stabilization time is around 280 s for the control strategy indicated in [23] (independently
from the value of ∆PL), varying between 80 and 140 s for the proposed approach. Figures 19 and 20
compare Nadir, stabilization time and Nadir for ∆PL = 0.050. The increasing of the stabilization
time in [23] is due to the fact that when the wind power plant changes from recovery to normal
operation mode, a third frequency shift occurs. Despite it is not so noticeable compared to the second
frequency excursion, see Figures 15a, 16a and 17a, it can achieve up to 70 mHz for scenario 4.
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Figure 19. NADIR, stabilization time and ROCOF: comparison for the different
scenarios considering ∆PL = 0.050 and including wind power plant control
from [24]

the control strategy indicated in [24] (independently from the value of ∆PL), varying between
80 and 140 s for the proposed approach. Figures 19 and 20 compare NADIR, stabilization
time and NADIR for ∆PL = 0.050. The increasing of the stabilization time in [24] is due to
the fact that when the wind power plant changes from recovery to normal operation mode, a
third frequency shift occurs. Despite it is not so noticeable compared to the second frequency
excursion, see Figures 15(a)-17(a), it can achieve up to 70 mHz for scenario 4.

In Figure 21 the wind power plant response of scenario 2 and ∆PL = 0.050 with the
frequency controller of [24] is depicted. Between points [1] − [2], the VSWT is working in
the normal operation mode, providing its maximum power PMPPT = 0.745 pu. Because of
that, the variation of active power provided is 0 (see definition of ∆PWF in Section 2). The
rotational speed of the machine is ΩMPPT = 1.197 pu. At time t = 20 s, the power imbalance
occurs, activating the overproduction mode (points [2] − [3]). Hence, the variation of active
power provided by the wind power plant is constant and equal to ∆PWF = 0.1 pu. This
value corresponds to the additional active power provided by the VSWTs in this operation
mode, ∆POP, which is taken from the stored kinetic energy of the machine. As a consequence,
the rotational speed of the VSWT decreases from ΩMPPT = 1.197 to the minimum value
ΩWT,min = 0.700 pu, corresponding to a 42% of decrease in 30 s. When ΩWT reaches

Figure 19. Nadir, stabilization time and ROCOF: comparison for the different scenarios considering
∆PL = 0.050 and including wind power plant control from [23].
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Figure 20. Nadir, stabilization time and ROCOF: comparison for the different scenarios considering
∆PL = 0.050 and including the proposed wind power plant control.

In Figure 21 the wind power plant response of scenario 2 and ∆PL = 0.050 with the
frequency controller of [23] is depicted. Between points [1]–[2], the VSWT is working in the normal
operation mode, providing its maximum power PMPPT = 0.745 pu. Because of that, the variation of
active power provided is 0 (see definition of ∆PWF in Section 2). The rotational speed of the machine
is ΩMPPT = 1.197 pu. At time t = 20 s, the power imbalance occurs, activating the overproduction
mode (points [2]–[3]). Hence, the variation of active power provided by the wind power plant
is constant and equal to ∆PWF = 0.1 pu. This value corresponds to the additional active power
provided by the VSWTs in this operation mode, ∆POP, which is taken from the stored kinetic energy
of the machine. As a consequence, the rotational speed of the VSWT decreases from ΩMPPT = 1.197
to the minimum value ΩWT,min = 0.700 pu, corresponding to a 42% of decrease in 30 s. When ΩWT
reaches its minimum value, the frequency controller changes to recovery operation mode (points
[4]–[5])). The sudden drop of the variation of active power generated (points [3]–[4]) causes a second
frequency departure, being this deeper than that due to the power imbalance. This power variation is
∆PWF = P[4] − P[3] = −0.27− 0.1 = −0.37 pu. Apart from that, it is important to notice that it takes
around 250 s to restore the rotational speed to the initial value ΩMPPT .

Regarding to Figure 22, the wind power plant response of scenario 2 and ∆PL = 0.050
with the proposed controller considering x = 0.75 is shown. In this case, the rotational
speed decreases from 1.197 to 1.117 pu in 20 s (points [2]–[3]). Despite it takes less time
than in Figure 21, the reduction of rotational speed is also lower, only 0.07%. Furthermore,
the second frequency departure caused by the drop from overproduction to recovery (points [3]–[4]:
∆PWF = P[4] − P[3] = −0.015− 0.075 = −0.090 pu) is negligible in comparison to the one indicated
in Figure 21. The wind power plant needs only 80 s to restore the rotational speed to the initial value
(points [4]–[5]). The equation of the parabola in this case is:Pcmd = 19.06 ·Ω2

WT − 43.93 ·ΩWT + 26.02.
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Figure 21. Wind power plant response for scenario 2 and frequency controller of [23]. (a) Frequency
deviation; (b) Rotational speed; (c) Variation of wind power; (d) Frequency control strategy.
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Figure 22. Wind power plant response for scenario 2 and adaptive and smoother
frequency controller with x = 0.75
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Figure 22. Wind power plant response for scenario 2 and adaptive and smoother frequency controller
with x = 0.75. (a) Frequency deviation; (b) Rotational speed; (c) Variation of wind power; (d) Frequency
control strategy.

5. Conclusions

A new control for VSWTs has been proposed in order to allow them to participate in
frequency control. It is based on two operation modes: overproduction and recovery, varying the active
power provided by the VSWTs through the ’hidden’ kinetic inertia stored in their rotating masses.
It is tested within four different supply-side scenarios consisting of thermal, hydro-power and wind
power plants. In each scenario, wind power plants have increased their capacity from 15 to 45%, at the
time that thermal plants have decreased from 73 to 43% in order to estimate the frequency response of
a future power system with high integration of renewable energy sources.

Results show that the Nadir can be reduced a 45% if the wind power plant control proposed
participates in frequency control, compared to current situations in which only conventional plants
provide frequency control. A secondary frequency dip is identified due to the change from
overproduction to recovery periods, consequently increasing the stabilization time. Results are also
compared to a previous proposal, improving Nadir, stabilization time and especially the secondary
frequency excursion. Actually, it is due to the lack of coordination between power plants, as well as the
different time response of the supply-side operation units. New aggregated and coordinated strategies
are being analyzed by the authors to minimize the impact of these secondary deviations.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

a First parameter of the parabola
b Second parameter of the parabola
c Third parameter of the parabola
n Number of VSWT in the wind power plant
CP Power coefficient
Deq Equivalent damping factor of the power system
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Heq Equivalent inertia constant of the power system
Hi Inertia constant of each generator unit
Pacc Acceleration power
Pcmd Commanded power of the VSWT
Pe Active power provided by the wind power plant
Pe f Active measured power provided by the wind power plant
PMPPT Maximum power point tracking of the VSWT
Pmt Mechanical power of the VSWT
P1 First point to calculate the parabola: P1 :

(
ΩWT,min, Pmt(ΩWT,min)

)
P2 Second point to calculate the parabola: P2 : (ΩV , PMPPT(ΩV))

P3 Third point point to calculate the parabola: P3 : (ΩMPPT , PMPPT(ΩMPPT))

SB Rated power of the power system
SB,i Rated power of each power generation unit
VW Wind speed
β Pitch angle
∆ f Frequency excursion
∆ flim Value at which frequency controller of the VSWT activates
∆Pg Variation of active power of the power system: ∆Pg = ∆PWF + ∆PT + ∆PH
∆PH Variation of active power of the hydro-power plant
∆PL Variation of power demand
∆POP Additional active power in overproduction operation mode
∆PT Variation of active power of the thermal plant
∆PWF Variation of active power of the wind power plant
∆Ω Rotational speed deviation: ∆Ω = ΩMPPT −ΩWT,min
λ Tip speed ratio
Ωerr Rotational speed error: Ωerr = ΩWT −Ωre f
ΩWT Rotational speed of the VSWT
ΩWT,min Minimum rotational speed of the VSWT
ΩMPPT Rotational speed at maximum power point tracking
Ωre f Rotational reference speed
ΩV Middle value between ΩWT,min and ΩMPPT : ΩV = ΩWT,min + 0.5 · ∆Ω

Appendix A. Parameters for Simulations

Tables A1 and A2 summarize the thermal and hydro-power plant parameters.

Table A1. Thermal power plant parameters [26].

Parameter Name Value (puthermal)

TG Speed relay pilot valve 0.20

FHP Fraction of power generated by high pressure section 0.30

TRH Time constant of reheater 7.00

TCH Time constant of main inlet volumes and steam chest 0.30

RT Speed droop 0.05

I(s) Integral controller 1.00

Hthermal Inertia constant 5.00 s
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Table A2. Hydro-power plant parameters [26].

Parameter Name Value (puhydro)

TG Speed relay pilot valve 0.20

TR Reset time 5.00

RT Temporary droop 0.38

RP Permanent droop 0.05

TW Water starting time 1.00

RH Speed droop 0.05

I(s) Integral controller 1.00

Hhydro Inertia constant 3.00 s

Appendix B. Wind Turbine Model

The wind turbine model is based on [29,30]. Parameters of the wind turbine model are
summarized in Table A4 The mechanical power Pmt is obtained (in pu) from

Pmt =
0.5
Sn
· CP · ρ · Ar ·V3

W , (A1)

being Sn the rated power, ρ the air density, Ar the swept area by the blades, CP the power coefficient
and VW the wind speed. The power coefficient CP is estimated by

CP(λ, β) =
4

∑
i=0

4

∑
j=0

αi,jβ
iλj. (A2)

This expression gives the mathematical representation of the CP curves, depending on the pitch
angle β and the tip speed ratio λ,

λ =
Ω0 · R ·ΩWT

VW
, (A3)

where Ω0 is the rotor base speed (rad/s), ΩWT refers to the rotor speed (pu), R is the rotor radius (m)
and VW is the wind speed (m/s). Coefficients of αi,j are taken from Table A3.

Table A3. Coefficients αi,j to calculate CP(λ, β)

ij 0 1 2 3 4

0 −4.19 · 10−1 2.18 · 10−1 −1.24 · 10−2 −1.34 · 10−4 1.15 · 10−5

1 −6.76 · 10−2 6.04 · 10−2 −1.39 · 10−2 1.07 · 10−3 −2.39 · 10−5

2 1.57 · 10−2 −1.01 · 10−2 2.15 · 10−3 −1.49 · 10−4 2.79 · 10−6

3 −8.60 · 10−4 5.71 · 10−4 −1.05 · 10−4 5.99 · 10−6 −8.91 · 10−8

4 1.48 · 10−5 −9.48 · 10−6 1.62 · 10−6 −7.15 · 10−8 4.97 · 10−10

The reference rotational speed Ωre f is estimated from the maximum power tracking based on the
measured active power Pe f

Ωre f = −0.67 · P2
e f + 1.42 · Pe f + 0.51, (A4)

being Pe f the active power generated Pe after a delay Tf .
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The rotational speed of the wind turbine ΩWT is determined from

ΩWT(s) =
Pe(s)− Pmt(s)

2HWT · s
, (A5)

being HWT the inertia constant of the wind turbine. The speed controller is modeled as a PI controller,
based on the rotational speed error Ωerr

TcmdΩerr
=

(
Kpt +

Kit
s

)
Ωerr (A6)

Table A4. Wind power plant parameters [29].

Parameter Name Value (puWF)

Vw Wind speed 10.000 m/s

HWT Inertia constant 5.190 s

Ω0 Base rotational speed 1.335 rad/s

Tf Time delay to measure Pe 5.000 s

Tcon Time delay to generate the current Iinj 0.020 s

VWT Wind turbine voltage 1.00

Kpt Proportional constant of speed controller 3.000

Kit Integral constant of speed controller 0.600
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